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ABOUT US

Tesser Insights delivers analytical business insights to
operational systems, at speed, for small and medium
businesses while keeping the complexity out. Tesser
Insights develops and integrates business analytics, the key
ingredient in any digital transformation, on a ready-to-use
data lake platform supported by a range of managed and
concierge services. 

TESSER INSIGHTS PLATFORM

The Tesser Insights platform is an easy-to-use end-to-end
analytics platform that removes the complexity of adopting
analytics into a business, allowing organizations to focus on
their business while leaving the technology to us. Our
platform provides extremely fast and efficient analytical
insights from the moment the first dataset is uploaded,
thus accelerating users on the journey to actionable
insights. With our platform, we are the single vendor for all
your analytical needs, provided to you at a fixed price for
unlimited users within the organization.

(WORK FROM HOME)



OUR IDEAL
CANDIDATE

EXPERIENCE
SUMMARY

own Tesser Insights
Platform’s entire application
architecture
deal with usability, stability,
performance, scalability,
security and code quality.
have the ability to add,
update features easily
through automated CD/CI
DEVOPS tools & techniques
represent the platform in
architectural forums and
client conversations
be able to code and guide a
team of UX designers, full-
stack developers, and testers

We are looking for an
Application Architect who will:
.

10 to 12 years of hands-on
expertise in architecting and
developing Scalable Web
Applications using Microsoft
Technologies 
4 to 6 years of hands-on
expertise in architecting and
developing Scalable
Microsoft Azure-based
cloud-native applications 
Minimum of 4 years of deep
expertise in architecting and
implementing scalable
solutions
Exposure to Azure services
like Azure SQL DB, ADSL Gen2,
Azure AD, App Insights, Azure
Storage, Azure Key Vault,
Signal R, etc, and
Experience with Power BI for
data visualization. 

YOU CAN LEARN MORE
ABOUT US ON OUR

WEBSITE! 

CLICK HERE

https://www.tesserinsights.com/

